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There are several different types of apples. Some of these are Granny Smith, Golden Delicious, Red Delicious, Gala, and McIntosh. Apples can be used to make many delicious recipes.
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Apples of the World

There are several different types of apples. Some of these are Granny Smith, Golden Delicious, Red Delicious, Gala, and McIntosh. Apples can be used to make many delicious recipes.

Yellow and Green Apples

Golden Delicious and Granny Smith are examples of yellow or green apples.

**Apples for cooking.** Apples can be used to make many delicious recipes.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Apples of the World

There are several different types of apples. Some of these are Granny Smith, Golden Delicious, Red Delicious, Gala, and McIntosh. Apples can be used to make many delicious recipes.

1.1.1 Yellow and Green Apples

Golden Delicious and Granny Smith are examples of yellow or green apples.

1.1.1.1 Apples for cooking. Apples can be used to make many delicious recipes.
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  - Committee page
  - Table of Contents
  - Abstract
  - Biographical Sketch
- Must include proper page numbering
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- Must be unique
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Table and heading must clearly be separated from text or other tables and figures by at least 2 blank lines.

Fusce posuere, magna sed pulvinar ultricies, purus lectus malesuada libero, sit amet commodo magna eros quis urna. Nunc viverra imperdiet enim. Fusce est. Vivamus a tellus. Pellentesque

Table 2. This is the heading for Table 2. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Maecenas porttitor congue massa.
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habitant morbi tristique senectus et netus et malesuada fames ac turpis egestas; proin phareta.

Aliquam erat volutpat. Integer ultrices lobortis eros. Pellentesque habitant morbi tristique
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Figures and Musical Examples

- All must have caption (including appendices)
  - Must be located below figure/example
  - Must be single-spaced
  - Must be unique

Figure 1. Bratus non folis arborem bractea. Donec hendrerit, felis et imperdiet euismod, purus ipsum pretium metus, in lacinia nulla nisl eget sapien. bDonec ut est in lectus consequat.
Figures and Musical Examples

- Figure/Example and caption must clearly be separated from text or other tables, figures, and examples by at least 2 blank lines
Multi-Page Figures and Musical Examples

- Entire caption only on first page of figure/example
- On all pages where figure/example is cont’d.
  - “Figure x – continued” or “Example x – continued” (minus quotes) must appear under the figure/example on each subsequent page
  - If just the caption is continued, then “Figure x – continued” or “Example x – continued” is above the continued portion of the caption


Figure 1. Flower colors vary widely: a) mum cultivars b) tulip cultivars.
Tables, Figures, and Musical Examples

- Must include a List of Tables in front matter if there is more than 1 table, even if all tables are in an appendix
- Must include a List of Figures in front matter if there is more than 1 figure, even if all figures are in an appendix
- Must include a List of Musical Examples in front matter if there is more than 1 example, even if all examples are in an appendix
Tables, Figures, and Musical Examples

- First, choose how to number tables/figs./MEs (1, 2, 3, etc. or 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, A.1, A.2 etc.)

- Then, choose whether to integrate tables, figures, and musical examples into the text, group them at the end of each chapter, or group them in the appendices

- If integrated in text
  - MUST adhere to the white space rule, leaving no more than 1 inch of white space on a page (except at end of chapter)
Avoid White Space
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Figure 1. Flower colors vary widely: a) This is an orange mum. b) Yellow tulips, and one with a streak of red.
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Figure 1. Flower colors vary widely: a) This is an orange mum. b) Yellow tulips, and one with a streak of red.


White Space – Exceptions

Figure, tables, etc. grouped at end of chapter or in appendix

Figure 1: Flower colors vary widely by mum cultivar

Figure 2: Flower colors vary widely by tulip cultivar.
Supplementary Files

- Submit supplementary files (videos, sound files, large images, large data files, etc.) as part of the ETD submission process
- Total size of supplementary files and main document may not exceed 1GB
- Provide description of each supplementary file in abstract (manuscript and online)
At this point, the Manuscript Clearance Advisors provide tips for proper formatting in WORD. Students may follow along in their own documents.
Uploading Process

- Must submit via [www.etdadmin.com/fsu](http://www.etdadmin.com/fsu)
- Select Publishing Options and Optional Paid Services
  - Traditional Publishing/Open Access Publishing
  - Copyright registration
  - Ordering copies

Here's the workflow:

1. Submit
   You
2. Review
   Your institutional administrator
3. Revise & Approve
   You and your administrator
4. Deliver
   Your administrator to ProQuest
5. Done
   Your work is now on ProQuest!
Use Resources Wisely

Graduate Writing Center

- Free appointment-based sessions
  [fsu.mywconline.com](http://fsu.mywconline.com)
- GWC tutor
  - Provides feedback on organization, clarity, logic, coherence of ideas, etc.
  - Does NOT provide line-by-line editing
- Located in the Johnston Bldg., ground floor (other Writing Center locations as well)
Use Resources Wisely
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- **Pamela Brown**, Manuscript Clearance Advisor, pdbrown2@fsu.edu
- **Jeff Norcini**, Assistant Manuscript Clearance Advisor, jnorcini@fsu.edu